
(logo presentation)

LAKE ERIE PET FOOD CO.



Option A 
A cleanup version of your current logo. The typeface is a colored in version of the current font you are  
using, this allows for easier readability. Stacking the logo also condenses it making it easier to work with  
on materials. We kept the paw but instead of the scribble used a hatch pattern that is a more structured  
and will scale down easier making the paw look solid. 
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Brand Extension

Packaging AD

Pet Food as fresh as the lake. 
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Option B 
A vintage badge approach with all hand drawn type completely custom and a illustrated dog to play off of 
the "vintage" dogs you use on your retail packaging. The logo makes a shape that is versatile and can be 
used across packaging, ads, and signage for a retail space. This option is more airy and plays to the local 
aspect of your business. 



Brand Extension

Packaging AD

Local Food  
fOr your pets
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Option C 
A bold stacked logo that showcases a new and fresh face of Lake Erie Pet Food Co. This concept remains 
memorable and bold at any size and can translate well across all media types. This logo still uses hand 
drawn elements but in a fresh and new way. Although a different approach from what you are currently 
doing this is a great way to kick off the new store and really make a splash. 



Brand Extension

Packaging AD

Locally Made, All Natural Pet Food 
Delivered to Your Door.


